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Which events in Veeam Backup & Replication can be configured for automatic email or
general Ul notifications? (choose the 4 appropriate options)
 
 
 
 
 
A. Low disk space at the repository 
B. Veeam support contract expiration 
C. Too many snapshots on the VM 
D. A new Veeam Backup & Replication patch 
E. Necessary updates for the Microsoft Hyper-V hosts and off-host backup proxies 
F. Necessary updates for the VMware vSphere hosts and backup proxies 
 

Answer: A,B,C,E

 

 

If the network is disconnected during the data transfer process, the "resume on disconnect"
feature will NOT reestablish the connection for which of the following Veeam Backup &
Replication jobs?
 
 
 
 
 
A. Backup 
B. Cloud Conned backup 
C. Tape backup 
D. Replication 
 

Answer: A

 

 

What is replica metadata used tor?
 
 
 
 
 
A. Storinga set of VM configuration files 
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B. Storing replica temporary cache 
C. Detecting changed blocks of data between two replica states 
 

Answer: C

 

 

 
Which of the following are true regarding a synthetic full backup as compared to an active
full backup? (Choose the 2 appropriate options)
 
 
 
 
 
A. In terms of content and retention,the synthetic full backup file is identical to an active full
backup file. 
B. Synthetic full backups consume more of network bandwidth. 
C. If the backup repository performance is weak, creating synthetic fulls is the best choice. 
D. The synthetic full backup file has a .vsb extension whereas the active full has a .vbk
extension 
E. Synthetic fulls impose less load on the production environment 
 

Answer: B,E

 

 

Is it possible lo switch between backup methods when creating regular backup files?
 
 
 
 
 
 
A. Yes, the new method willtransform all existing backups in the appropriate way and
continue creating backupsin the same backuprepository. 
B. Yes, in this case you will have to specify a new backup repository. 
C. Yes, the new method leaves existing backups as they are and continues creating
backups in the same backup repository. 
D. No, if you want to create backups using another method, you have to create another
backupjob. 
 

Answer: C
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Which type of jobs can be sent to tape using a "Backup to Tape' job? (choose the 2
appropriate options)
 
 
 
 
 
A. Backup  
B. Backup Copy  
C. Replication  
D. Configuration Backup 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

Is it possible to create an active full backup manually?
 
 
 
 
 
A. Yes, but only via Powershell script. 
B. Yes, using the Active Full option from the shortcut menu of a corresponding job. 
C. No, active full backups can be created only according to the schedule. 
D. Yes, but only if the forward incremental backup mode is used 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Which of the following is the function of the guest integration proxy component?
 
 
 
 
 
A. Deploys a Veeam persistent agent on every Windows VM to be processed  
B. Mounts the VM file system tor browsing purposes when performing a restore to remote
site  
C. Deploys a temporary runtime coordination process on every Windows VM to be
processed  
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